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� Identify and describe various aspects of 
the costs farmers face in accessing maize 
seeds of varying varieties and quality

�Develop measures of seed costs based on 
results from the first activity 

�Use these measures to analyse how cost 
structures vary among farmers under 
formal and informal seed systems
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�Address monetary and non monetary 
costs associated with obtaining maize 
seed of diverse types of germplasm

�Particular attention:
�Transaction costs

�Risk

�Perception of equity in transactions

�Discounting
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�Ethnographic study in Oaxaca about costs 
farmers face to obtain seed in an informal 
system

�Characterization of formal seed sector in 
La Frailesca

�Survey four communities, 120 households

�Survey is a panel from a previous study in 
2001
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� La Frailesca, Chiapas Mexico

� Small-scale poor farmers produce maize for 
market and self consumption

� Formal and informal seed systems coexist side by 
side

� Different types of germplasm used by farmers:
� Hybrids, OPVs, landraces, creolized varieties

� Major seed companies operate in the region

� Strong government support—”despachos”

� Still landraces widely grown 
� most seed saved or obtained from family or friends
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� Sources of information about varieties planted
� Characteristics, criteria used, where and how to obtain 

seed

� Time and money invested in knowing and 
obtaining information about varieties planted

� Seed prices at different times and circumstances

� Assessment of different sources of seed
� Current prices, information, trust, variation in prices, 

fairness

� Risk
� Risk attitudes and willingness to pay to decrease risk
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�Survey has been completed

�Transaction costs questions relatively 
easy to answer by farmers
� but only for sources they actually use 

�no broad knowledge of different ones—no 
“comparative” shopping

�Belonging to farmers’ groups important for 
obtaining improved seed

�Variation in prices by type of germplasm, 
but not much within type
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� Risk questions
� difficult to ask and to answer

� Sometimes difficult to separate hypothetical 
questions from known experience

� Easier to answer catastrophic risk questions than 
chronic risk ones
� Difficult to convey the notion of change in probability 

compared to magnitude of the loss

� Fairness questions: 
� increases in price of hybrids seen as unfair

� Increases in price of landraces seen as fair
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